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A MYCENAEAN TOMB INVENTORY 
Ta 711 
.1 o-wi-de put-ke-qi-ri o-te wa-na-ka te-ke Sj-ke-wa da-mo-ko-ro. 
.2 qe-ra-na wa-na-se-wi-ja qo-u-ka-ra ko-ki-re-ja JUG I 
qe-ra-na a-mo-te-wi-ja ko-ro-no-we-sa. 
.3 qe-ra-na wa-na-se-wi-ja ku-na-ja qo-u-ka-ra to->qi-de-we-sa JUG I 
Ta709 & 712 
.1 pi-je-raz to-qi-de-ja *200 3 pa-ko-to-[ about 10 signs lost \-ke-te-
ri-ja PAN 1 ko-te-ri-ja 6. 
.2 85-te 1 pu-ra-u-to-ro 2 pat-ra-to-ro 1 e-[ ]-ra i-to-we-sa pe-
de-we-sa so-we-ne-ja 85-de-we-sa-qe 1. 
.3 ti-ri-po ke-re-si-jo we-ke 34,-ke-u TRIPOD [mi ]-u TRIPOD I 
Taó4 i 
.1 tr-ri-po-de ai-ke-u ke-re-si-jo we-ke TRIPOD 2 
ti-ri-po e-me po-de o-wo-we TRIPOD 1 
ke-re-a., «¿»-[TRIPOD I ] 
ti-ri-po ke-re-si-jo we-ke a-pu ke-ka-u-me-no [ 
.2 qe-to VASES 3 di-pa me-zo-e qe-to-ro-we FOUR-HAN'DI.ER I 
di-pa-e me-zo-e ti-ri-o-we-e THREE-HANDLER 2 
di-pa ?ne-wi-jo qe-to-ro-we FOUR-HANDLER I 
.3 di-pa me-wi-jo ti-ri-jo-we THREE-HANDLER 1 
di-pa me-wi-jo a-no-we NO-HANDLER I 
Ta642 
.1 to-pc-za ra-e-ja we-a-re-ja a-ja-me-na ao-ro-[}]-u-do-pi 
ku-wa-no-qe pa-ra-ke-[qe ku-ru-so-qe ?] e-ne-wo pe-[za] 
.2 to-pe-za ra-e-ja me-no-e-ja e-re-pa-te a-ja-me-na 
qe-qi-no-to 8f¡~de-pi ko-ru-pi-qe 
e-ne-wo pe-za 
to-pe-za ra-e-ja a-pi-qo-to e-re-pa-te-jo po-pi 
e-ka-ma-te-qe qe-qi-no-to-qe to-qi-de 
Ta? 13 
.1 to-pe-za ra-e-ja ku-te-se-jo e-ka-ma-pi e-re-pa-tejo-qe 
a-pi-qo-to e-ne-wo-pe-za qe-qi-no-me-na to-qi-de 
.2 to-pe-za e-re-pa-te-ja po-ro-e-ke pi-ti-ro.,-we-sa 
, we-pe-za qe-qi-no-me-na to-qi-de 
.3 to-pe-za ku-te-se-ja e-re-pa-te-jo e-ka-ma-pi 
a-pi-qo-to e-ne-wo-pe-za ko-ki-re-ja 
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T a 7 i 5 
.1 to-pe-za ku-te-se-ja e-re-pa-te-jo e-ka-ma-pi 
a-pi-qo-to e-ne-wo-pe-za ko-ki-re-ja 
.2 to-pe-za a-ka-ra-no e-re-pa-te-ja a-pi-qo-to 
to-pe-za a-ka-ra-no e-re-pa-te-ja po-ro-e-ke 
.3 to-pe-zo mi-ra« a-pi-qo-to pu-ko-so e-ke-e 
e-ne-wo pe-zo to-qi-de-jo a-ja-me-no pa-ra-ku-we 2 
Ta707 
ku-te-ta-jo 
.i to-no ku-ru-sa-pi o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja-pi o-ni-ti-ja-pi 
ta-ra-nu-qe a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo 85-de-pi 1 
.2 to-no ku-te-se-jo e-re-pa-te-ja-pi o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja-pi 
se-re-mo-ka-ra-o-i qe-qi-no-me-na a-di-ri-ja-te-qe po-ti-pi-qe 1 
.3 ta-ra-nu ku-te-so a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo 85-de-pi 
Ta7o8 
.1 to-no ku-te-se-jo a-ja-me-fto o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja e-re-pa-te 
.2 to-no ku-te-se-jo e-re-pa-te-ja-pi o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja-pi 
se-re-mo-ka-ra-a-pi qe-qi-no-me-na a-di-ri-ja-pi-qe 
ta-ra-nu ku-te-se-jo a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo a-di-ri-ja-pi re-wo-pi-qe 1 
T a 7 i 4 
.1 to-no we-a«-re-jo aja-me-no ku-wa-no 
pa-ra-ku-we-qe ku-ru-so-qe o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja 
.2 a-ja-me-na ku-ru-so a-di-ri-ja-pi se-re-mo-ka-ra-o-i-qe 
ku-ru-so [[qo]-u-ka-ra-o-i]] ku-ru-so-qe po-ni-ki-pi 1 
.3 ku-wa-ni-jo-qe po-ni-ki-pi 
ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no ku-wa-no pa-ra-ku-we-qe 
ku-ru-so-qe ku-ru-sa-pi-qe ko-no-ni-pi 1 
Ta72i 
.1 ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo 8¿-de-pi 
to-qi-de-qe ka-ru-we-qe FOOTSTOOL I 
.2 ta-ra-îiu-we a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo 85-de-pi 
so-we-no-qe to-qi-de-qe FOOTSTOOLS 3 
.3 ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo 
85-de-pi so-we-no-qe FOOTSTOOL I 
.4 ta-ra-iiu a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo 
85-de-pi so-we-no-qe FOOTSTOOL I 
1 .5 ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no 
e-re-pa-te-jo 85-de-pi FOOTSTOOL I 
Ta722 
.1 ta-ra-nu a-ja-ine-no e-re-pa-te-jo a-to-ro-qo 
i-qo-qe po-ru-po-de-qe po-ni-ke-qe FOOTSTOOL I 
.2 ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo 
ka-ra-a-pi re-wo-te-jo so-we-no-qe FOOTSTOOL I 
.3 ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-ja-pi ka-ru-pi FOOTSTOOL I 
ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-ja-pi ka-ru-pi FOOTSTOOL I 
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Ta 71 o 
.1 ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo 85-de-pi 
so-we-no-qe FOOTSTOOL I 
(vacat) 
The above group of tablets is among the most interesting of those 
discovered by Prof. C. W. Biegen1 during the excavations at Ano 
Eñglianos in 1952-53. They have already been the subject of a pa­
per by M. Ventris2. The present essay is the result of an indepen­
dent study of these texts, and the excuse for its publication is that, 
while there is broad agreement between Ventris and myself, we dif­
fer in a number of details important for our knowledge of Mycenaean 
culture and above all in our interpretation of the opening formula 
which refers to the occasion on which these documents were drawn 
up. It will be well under each topic to list the points of agreement 
before proceeding to the discussion of our differences. I print the 
documents in the same order as Ventris. Ta7 l l is evidently the first 
tablet of the series since it begins with the now familiar opening 
gambit 0- plus a verb. Then follows a list of vessels, and the same 
subject is continued in Ta7'O9-J-712. Since this tablet ends with an en­
try referring to tripods, I insert here the famous TRIPOD tablet 
Taó/ii3. 
As is so often the case, each entry has a stereotyped pattern, a 
fact which must be fully exploited in the interpretation. First, the 
object is named and then it is described by a series of adjectives. 
The obects are: 
(i) qe-ra-na a JUG, which I was tempted to connect with xela-
voç «a liquid offering». Ventris compares ON hverna «pot», but it is 
unwise to look so far afield for the name of a Mycenaean vessel. In 
any case, according to the spelling rules which form our quaking 
causeway to the léxica of post-Mycenaean Greek, *qw erna would be 
represented either as qe-na or qe-re-na. Now -avoç and -ava are well-
known instrumental suffixes4 which characterise a large number of 
1
 The Pylos Tablets. Texts of the Inscriptions Found 1939-54. Edited by 
E. L. Bennett. With a Foreword by C. W. Biegen. Princeton 1955. 
2
 Éranos LUI (1956), p. 109-124. 
3
 'E<pï]|i.epiç 'Apyaiokoywi¡ (Eîç ¡xvrçfJL7]v Oìxovójtou) 1953, p. 59-62; further 
M. Ventris, Archaeology VII i (1954), p. 15-21. 
4
 Buck-Petersen, Reverse Index, p. 288; E. Schwyzer, Griech. Gramm. I, 
p. 489; P. Chantraine, Fortnation des noms en grec ancien, p. 206. 
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words denot ing utensils. The root need not be Tndo-European. In 
fact, if we may judge from qe-to = rd&oç, then qe-ra-na, which 
begins with the same syllabic group, may well be likewise an Aegean 
word. Perhaps the same is true of qe-ro2 «khiton with bronze plates?»1. 
(2) pi-je-ra3 can hardly be anything bu t cpiáXac. 
(3) ti-ri-po = xpixo)ç is likewise self-evident. 
(4) to-pe-za for xopxeÇa exemplifies the Achaean t reatment of the 
sonant liquid, if this word indeed began with qu'tzvr-2. 
(5) to-no = 9-opvoç. That this was the Cypriote form was dedu­
ced from fropva^- òxoxó(kov by F . de Saussure in 18793. 
(6) ta-ra-nu = ftpàvuç «footstool». 
In the descriptive formulae two technical verbal participles con­
stantly appear, a-ja-me-no is applied to tables, footstools and chairs. 
The material with which the objects are decorated is primarily ivory, 
a usage which tallies with that previously attested for this verb 
on the CHARIOT tablets. Apar t from this, we find ku-wa-no xóavoc, 
ku-ru-so XPU°ÓC and pa-ra-ku used conjointly, while pa-ra-kn occurs 
alone in T a 7 l 5 . 3 . It is evident that a-ja-me-no must mean either «ve­
neered» or «inlaid». It remains to establish some connect ion if pos­
sible with the Greek lexicon. No extant verb is known but the pro­
per name AITJXTJÇ may be connected and the same root, with its evi­
dent reference to skilled craftmanship, may be contained in the ad­
jective (?) al'yjTov applied to the craftsman god Hephaistos in 77. 
18.410: ...ax' àxjjLoQixoio xeXcop anrjxov aveaxT). If the connection with 
Luvian aia-, suggested independent ly by Georgiev, is correct, then 
a verb meaning «do, make» will have undergone semantic speciali­
sation along the lines of the English «wrought with gold.» 
The other technical verb is qe-qi-no-me-no, qe-qi-no-to, and this 
was previously known from FY Va482, which lists ivory. Ventr is had 
already brilliantly read this word as = §£(kvu)¡iévoc and connected 
it with the Homer ic Stvcoxóc: oivcüxoíat. léyeoot II. 3.391, ...xXiaÍTjv... 
ckvcuxTjv IXécpavxi xàl àpyópax Od. 19-55"5ö. 
1
 Bull. Inst. Class. Stud. II, 1955, p. 38. 
2
 Schwyzer, op. cit. I, p. 352. 
3
 Mémoire sur le système primitif des voyelles en i.-e., p. 77. 
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In these contexts the word can hardly mean «turned on the lathe», 
but must apply to some technical process of applying ivory and 
gold as decoration. In the present tablets it is evidently used also of 
the working of the ivory itself. Ta642.2 must mean «a-ja-me-na with 
ivory which is decorated with 85-de and helmets» (unless qe-qi-no-to 
is a two-termination adjective, in which case it might refer back to 
to-pe-zd). Ibid. 1.3 the table has ivory feet and a support, the ivory 
being decorated with a spiral pattern. Here the -qe of qe-qi-no-to-qe 
links up with e-re-pa-te-jo and these two adjectives presumably refer 
to po-pi e-ka-vta-te-qe, although here, too, the possibility cannot be 
excluded that qe-qi-no-to may refer back to to-pe-za. In 707.2, how­
ever, qe-qi-no-me-na cannot refer to to-no but must qualify o-pi-ke-re-
mi-ni-ja-pi. So here, too, the ivory parts of the chair are worked in­
to different designs (cf. Ta7o8.2). In T a ; 13.1,2 qe-qi-no-me-na may 
refer to to-pc-za. Both tables are decorated with a to-qi «spiral pat­
tern». In the first the material is ra-e-ja «stone», in the second, ivo­
ry. Evidently, the technical process is concerned with hard material. 
As for the precise meaning, Ventris is inclined to think that the word 
«may perhaps originally have referred to lapidary work executed 
with a drill.» (kveoo is used in the Odyssey of twirling the hot stake 
in the Cyclops' eye (9.384) and the whole scene is compared to an 
operation with the drill of the boat-builder. If Ventris' equation of 
the Mycenaean and the Homeric words is correct, as I believe, the 
representation of the voiced labio-velar before i offers difficulties. 
Attic usually has the voiced labial in such words1. If this is 
the case, then the Homeric word must come from a dialect with 
a different representation of the labio-velar in this position. *gwJnos 
should lead in Attic to *ßivoc, which would form the basis for a de­
nominative verb ßtveco. This word does occur in Attic, but in an ob­
scene sense, of course. Abundant semantic parallels suggest themsel­
ves, and I am inclined to accord a distant recognition to this outcast. 
It would appear that a word denoting originally work done with a 
drill in Mycenaean had slightly extended its semantic range and come 
to mean «chased, engraved, carved, etc.». One point of morpho­
logy remains puzzling: qe-qi-no-me-no is the expected form of the 
1
 See Schwyzer, op. cit. I, p. 300; M. Lejeune, Traité de phonétique grecque, 
p. 4ï ff-
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perfect participle. The verbal adjective in -xoç should, however, lack 
the reduplication, as it does in the Homeric Bivcoxóc. Conceivably, 
qe-qi-no-to is a denominative from a noun characterised by redupli­
cation. W e might compare the words dealing with «drilling» listed 
by Hesychius: ßsfißtc- pojjißoc, axpsßXa, hívq; ßefxßsosr Bivsóei; ßsjxßpei, 
ße^ßpeusi- (kveúei. 
Of the materials mentioned in conjunction with these two tech­
nical verbs e-re-pa «ivory», ku-wa-no «cyanos» and kii-ru-so «gold» 
are self-evident, pa-ra-kit has no satisfactory equivalent in the Greek 
lexicon. W e might expect a mention of «silver», but we already 
have the Mycenaean word for this metal in a-kn-ro (Sa287 a-ku-ro 
de-de-me-no WHEEL PAIR I «bound with silver»). A possible solution 
in suggested by the combination of ku-wa-no pa-ra-ku-we-qe kii-ni-
so-qe T a 7 l 4 . l , cf. ibid. 1.3, which strongly recalls the passage in the 
Shield (//. I I .24-25): 
TOO Vffzoi Mxa ol\LOi eoav jiéXavoc xuávoio 
oíóSsxa he ypoooîo xat eïxooi xaaat/rspoio. 
This parallelism (cf. ibid. 34-36) suggests that pa-ra-ku may be the 
word for «tin.» 
Of the adjectives referring to materials, I find with Ventris that 
ra-e-ja = \azia «stone» (note Cypriote, Cretan, etc. laoç «stone»; 
see LSJ sub. voc\ there is no evidence for a digamma in the word). 
ku-te-se-ja = xuxiasia «ebony» (xúxiooc), we-a-re-ja oakeia «crystal». 
Like Ventr is I had originally identified me-no-e-ja as «crescent-
shaped», but the parallelism of the formulaic structure suggests 
that a word in this «place» is likely to be an adjective referring to 
the material. Nor can I think of an adjective in - eioç which refers to 
shape rather than material. Moreover, the word-formation presents 
difficulties whether the basic noun-stem is JJLTJV- or ¡ryjvä. It would 
appear that the noun which underlies this adjective has the stem-
form me-no- and differs from the thematic tf-class, which yield 
corresponding material adjectives in -eioç. I am tempted to postulate 
a noun of the third declension such as mends or menö(i). The resem­
blance to Mivooç is seductive. 
Again, with Ventr is I connect a2-ro-u~do-pi with the name 
rAXoa6Svr¡, the latter being evidently an extension with the suffix -a 
of the stem udn-\ we must therefore postulate áXooó^cop / àkoooònx-. 
The form we have in this tablet is the instrumental plural in -91 with 
the sonant nasal represented as an -0- (see again below). Ventr is , 
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however, regards the noun as the name of a material and translates 
«aquamarine». But if it is coordinated with ku-wa-no-qe pa-ra-ku-we-
qe ku-rii-so-qe, the absence of the particle -qe would be puzzling. 
Consequently, I propose to take it as a noun which the three coor­
dinated adjectives qualify. It is, I believe, the word for a well-known 
motif of Mycenaean decoration — the wavy line1. What better name 
could we think for this than «undulations»? Our tablet records for 
us the Mycenaean craftsman's technical word for this motif: akoooboxa 
«sea-water». The stone table listed in TaÓ42.l is thus inlaid with 
«undulations» of cyanos, tin (?) and gold. 
This brings us to the subject of the decorative motifs and 
patterns. Here, too, the field must be cleared by listing substantial 
points of agreement between Ventris and my sell. Self-evident are 
o-ni-ti-ja-pi «birds», a-di-ri-ja-te «statuette»,po-ti-pi (icópxiyt) «heifers», 
re-wo-pi (XéFOVT-cpi) «lions», a-to-ro-qo (avftpoixm) «man», i-qo (L'XFCOC) 
«horse», po-rupo-de (xoXuxóBei) «polypod», ko-rti-pi (xopod-cpo- «hel­
mets», to-qi-de can hardly be anything but xopqw ihei in view of its 
frequency, its place in the formulaic structure, and the prevalence 
of the spiral motif in Aegean decoration. It is of great importance, 
as I have already said, to note the «place» which such subsidiary 
motifs occupy in the structure of the formulae: to-qi-de occupies the 
final position in Ta642.3, 713.1, 2 and 721.2, while the synonymous 
to-qi-de-we-sa occupies a similar position in Ta7 l l .3 . It is a matter 
of common sense that the taker of the inventory first mentions the 
major features in the design and then proceeds to the accessorial 
elements. 
Now prominent among the subsidiary motifs of Mycenaean de­
coration are foliage and branches of various kinds2. This considera­
tion carries weight for the interpretation of ka-ru-we Ta72l . l and 
ka-ru-pi Ta722.3, 4, which with Ventris I take to be «nut-tree(s)». 
But the same considerations apply equally to po-ni-ki-pi (final posi­
tion in 714.2) and po-ni-ke (final position in 722.i). The palm-tree 
and its branches offer one of the most frequent plant motifs of Ae­
gean decoration3. There appears to be no evidence to support the 
1
 A. Furumark, Mycenaean Pottery [abbreviated MP\, p. 370 ff., motif 53. 
2
 MP, «Elements», p. 236 ff. 
3
 MP, p. 276 ff. 
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suggestion favoured by Ventr is «that the name of the fabulous bird 
cpoEviÇ (ììesiod frg. 171.4) was first applied to griffins and sphinxes 
so prominent in Mycenaean art.» Failing this evidence, in view of 
the structural «place» occupied by this word, we can hardly do 
otherwise than identify it as one of the accessorial e lements and 
equate it with cpoivi^  «palm tree». 
Other words which tend to be relegated to the final position in 
the descriptive formulae are 85-de-pi (in conjunction with ko-ru-pi 
642.2; in conjunction with to-qi-de-qe ka-ru-we-qe 721.1; in conjunc­
tion with so-we-no-qe to-qi-de-qe in 721.2; alone in 707.1 and 3 and 
721-5)-
For the sign 85 I have already suggested1 the value s'a (palatal 
sa). W o r d s and names beginning with this sign are likely to have been 
of Aegean origin, so both 85-de and the so-we-no, with which it is so 
often associated, I suspect are Aegean words for two frequent tradi­
tional accessorial motifs of Aegean decoration. The probabili t ies 
must be left in the last instance to the experts in this field. However, 
in view of the importance of the vine motif in Aegean de­
coration one is tempted to bring so-we-no into connection with 
eXevov xky¡\i.axa xà xœv cqjixétaov, Hesychius. I have previously drawn 
attention to the interchange between el- and ol- in Aegean words, 
and parallels are available for the alternation between initial s- and 
the aspiration. As for 85-he, the «rosette» presents itself in view ot 
its great frequency as a s t rong candidate, ko-ki-re-ja I should identify 
with Ventris as *xo^tkeia «shell pat tern». There remains the myste­
rious animal whose head figures in se-re-mo-ka-ra-a-pi (708.2) and 
the dual form se-re-mo-ka-ra-o-i (707.2, 714.2). W e can eliminate 
lions, heifers, bulls (qo-u-ka-ra 711.2 and 3, see below) and horses 
(i-qo). Moreover the scribe has had second thoughts in 714.2 about 
«bulls' heads», which he has deleted. This leaves «stag» as a s t rong 
possibility, in view of its importance in Aegean decoration2 . The ini­
tial s- again suggests a pre-Greek word and here again Hesychius 
1 Bull. Inst. Class. Stud. II, 1955, p.. 37 I; 
See motif 5, MP. p. 247 ff. 
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may help us with his entry oépFor éXacpoí. I deal with the interchange 
of nasalised and non-nasalised labial consonants elsewhere1 . 
Fur ther material adjectives are provided by the well-known Indo-
European suffix -went-: to-qi-de-we-sa 711.3 is evidently equivalent 
to to-qi-de-ja 709.1 . Its formation is strikingly archaic, the suffix 
being at tached directly to the basic noun without the intervention of 
the analogical thematic vowel (see below, where this is vital in the 
interpretation of an important word). The same is evidently t rue of 
Sß-de-we-sa 709.2. In this word the evidence of the instrumental plu­
ral 85-de-pi (642.2 etc.) makes it likely that the underlying' noun is 
an ¿-stem 8fj-dos¡8f¡-des-. This would tend to cast doubt on the pro­
posal of J. Chadwick to derive the adjective in question fron OLBTJ 
«pomegranate», for -went- derivatives from a-nouns in later Greek 
have the form -àwent- (see again below). 
W e may now turn to a consideration of the structural details of 
the furniture, e-ka-ma-pi 713.1 and e-ka-ma-te 642.3 are evidently the 
instrumental plural and singular respectively of the neuter noun £/{ia 
«support» as distinct from the feet po-pi (642.3). The feet are con­
cerned in two compounds : e-ne-wo pe-za (642.1 and 3) where for 
later purposes we may note that the two parts of this compound word 
are separated by a word-divider; it is written as one word in 713.1 
and 3 and 715.1; but this last tablet has the dual written e-ne-wo pe­
so in the third line (note the sonant nasal in e-ne-wo again represen­
ted as an -o-)\ and we-pe-za (713.2). Chadwick took these as adject­
ives of measurement «nine feet long», «six feet long». But this inter-
1
 On wi X *t*i see E. Sittig, Minos III 2 (1955), p. 9$; further Schvvyzer, 
op. cit. I, p. 436; Gortyn. Fe<k[i.voç for ¡liêijivoç may be a further example; 
add also Cypr. xüfiepíjvcu = xußepväv. 
The only pair of animals heads 1 have been able to discover in the 
repertoire of Near Eastern ivory decoration is quoted in L. Woolley, Alalakh, 
p. 290: «AT/47/24, two gazelles heads, chin to chin... details of eyes, etc... picked 
out in black pigment». Cf. AT/48/72 head of gazelle. There are other passages 
of interest in connection with the above discussion. «Nearly all the examples 
of ivory working are decorative elements for appliqué or inlay [ = a-ja-me-no\ 
Most of the inlay... is 'worked' not at all or in the most mechanical manner» 
(p. 288). «AT/38/74.6... engraved [ = qe-qi-no-to\ with a compass-drawn rosette» 
(p. 289). AT/48/7 «pieces of ivory inlay, all blackened by the fire. The largest 
of them are fronds from a palm design common on ivory-carvings, cf. Carche-
mish vol. iii. PI. 71 f.» (ibid). This recalls po-ni-ke etc. above. 
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pretat ion has little plausibility and takes no account of a curious fact 
that the feet are in all instances multiples of three. This can hardly 
be an accident. I suggest, therefore that the tables in question have 
ei ther two or three supports and that each support has three feet, per­
haps in the form of animals' feet or paws and the like. 
a-pi-qo-to (642.3, 713.1 and 3, 715.1, 2 and 3) I also identify as 
â\L<pigwoxoç = àficpiporcoç (again with the sonant nasal represented as 
-0-). Ventr is , however, suggests that «it may refer to a broad edging 
round the table top.» The proposal of Mühlestein, quoted by Ven­
tris, that this adjective means «what can be walked round», 
«free standing» seems to me a remarkable way of describing a 
table. In fact there is no need to depart from the well-established 
meaning of the underlying verb ajjuptßoavco, which means «to stand 
astride», «with the legs apart». I should be inclined to translate «splay-
legged». 
I also find difficulty in embracing the suggestion that po-ro-e-ke 
means «jutting», that is, a table set against a wall. The word Tpo£.yy¡c 
is quoted only from Plutarch fr. 1^.2 as a correction of the manu­
script reading xpooe^ç (see LSJ). Moreover, this interpretation ig­
nores a relevant fact: namely, that in the next line of the same tablet 
(715.3) we have the descriptive term pu-ko-so e-ke-e (dual, again with 
with a word-divider in a compound word). There can be little doubt 
that these are two compound adjectives, the first constituent being a 
noun and the second perhaps the verbal root e^-, though it may also 
be a neuter s- stem denoting a part of the table. If pu-ko-so is iden­
tified as 7cú^o- «boxwood», then the parallelism of the two adjectives 
would force us to conclude that po-ro conceals the name of some 
material: perhaps xcôpoç «a kind of marble, like the Parian in colour 
and solidity, but lighter» (see LSJ sub voc). 
Of the structural details we are left with o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja. I 
have nothing to add to Ventr is ' discussion of this word except to say 
that its nucleus is evidently an Aegean word with the suffix -mn-
which is found in a number of technical words suspect of pre-Greek 
origin1. 
It is in the introductory tablet Ta711 that there is a wide diffe­
rence of interpretation between Ventr is and myself. The objects con-
Schwyzer, op. cit. I, p. 524. 
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cerned are identified by the ideogram as JUGS, their name being qe-ra-
na (see above). The principle on which we diverge is best exemplified 
in I.3. He re Ventris and myself agree in interpret ing the last two 
words of the descriptive formula qo-n-ka-ra to-qi-de-we-sa as (de­
corated with) bulVs head and spiral, for the first word must be connec­
ted with the later ßouxpctviov etc; and there is no need to stress the 
impor tance of this motif as an e lement of Aegean decorat ion. Thus 
there is agreement between us that the last two words of the formula 
are adjectives designating the decorative motifs. They are preceded by 
two other words wa-na-se-zvi-ja and ku-na-ja, which are evidently li­
kewise feminine adjectives parallel with the first two. W e both iden­
tify the underlying nouns as Favaaaa and yovr¡. A t this point Ventr is 
depar ts from our common principle of interpretation and renders 
«of the queen 's service, belonging to a woman», which I find quite 
unintelligible. I could unders tand that an inventory might designate 
a JUG as «belonging to X» but not as «belonging to (some unspe­
cified) woman». I propose, therefore, to assume as a working hypo­
thesis that the four coordinated adjectives of which the formula consists 
all have the same function and refer to the decorative motifs on the JUG; 
and further to put the same principle to the severe test of applying 
it to all the other descriptive formulae. Some difficult problems will 
arise as regards word formation which it will be convenient to leave 
until the end. So I propose to strip off the adjective-forming morph­
emes -e-ivijo, e-ja, ja, -we-sa etc. and to a t tempt to identify the 
basic nouns as elements of decoration. 
In view of the uncertainties it will be well, by way of preliminary, to state 
the principles of interpretation explicitly. 
(1) The meaning of the basic noun (e. g. wa-na-sa) would be ideally estab­
lished by the analysis of the contexts in which it occurs. This counsel of perfection 
is unfortunately seldom open to us because of the paucity and nature of the 
available texts. In one important instance, however, the tablets do offer such an 
opportunity (see below on a-mo-ta). 
(2) As the next best course, possibilities are opened up by strict application 
of the established spelling rules to link up with words known from later Greek 
sources. 
(3) The plausibility of the results reached by the two preceding methods 
will be tested by comparison with the repertory of decorative motifs known to 
have been current in the Mycenaean artefacts of this period (i. e. LH III B = 
Myc. Ill B). Our chief reference will be to A. Furumark, Mycenaean Pottery 
(abbreviated MP). 
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(4) The motifs conjoined in a given formula must be mutually compatible, 
that is to say, make an intelligible composition (see below on «pictorial compo­
sition»). 
An interpretation which satisfies all these criteria will possess considerable 
plausibility. By way of preliminary let us assess the plausibility of an agreed in­
terpretation against this scale of values. 
(1) to-qi-de-ja. The word occurs most frequently at the end of the formula. 
It will therefore be an important accessorial decorative theme (see above). 
(2) No extant word in later Greek occurs which would account for the syl­
labic group except xpoiuç and this means «the keel of a ship». Consequently, 
we are compelled to equate with an Indo-European root *treqw and to assume 
that from this a noun is derived by means of the well-known suffix -id- which 
is assigned the meaning «that which twists». 
(3) The frequent word torq^id- is equated with the frequent motif «spiral». 
(4) This being a subsidiary motif, the test of compatibility does not arise. 
Thus the plausibility of the proposed solution rests (1) on the philological 
construction of a non-attested word by means of a well-known morphological 
procedure yielding deverbatives of a well-defined semantic class (Schwyzer, 
op. cit. I p. 464 f.; Chantraine, op. cit. p. 335-348); (2) the motif which thus emer­
ges is well known in Mycenaean decoration. It will be seen that the plausibility 
of the solution falls far short of the maximum points attainable by all the crite­
ria enumerated. Yet there is no disagreement between Ventris and myself, 
who arrived at it independently. 
W e may now proceed to the ventilation of our disagreements. 
Both parties identify the basic words as Favaaaa, «goddess (or queen)» 
and yuvrj «woman». But I prefer to keep to the one principle of inter­
pretation. The JUG in question is, I suggest, decorated with a picto­
rial composit ion consisting of goddess and women, with bulls heads 
and- spirals as the subsidiary. Such a scene is, of course, familiar to 
s tudents of Mino-Mycenaean art, e. g. from the ring reproduced 
by G. Glotz1 on which he comments «La grande Mère, au pied d'un 
arbre, une fleur sur la tête, des fleurs dans la main, reçoit d 'autres 
fleurs encore et des fruits que lui offrent des femmes et des jeunes 
filles.» A n o t h e r scene which might be descr ibed in the words of our 
formula is the ritual dance of the women which provokes the epi­
phany of the Goddess as depicted on the gold ring from Isopata2 . 
The vessel listed in the second line of T a 7 H will have been de­
corated with a picture of the Goddess alone, but this t ime with sub-
1
 La civilisatioti ¿geenne, p. 274, fig. 37. 
2
 £ee ibid. p. 285 and fig. 44. 
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sidiary motifs of bulVs heads and sea shells. The motifs thus elicited 
satisfy all the above criteria except the first and are to be awarded 
high marks for plausibility, higher than xàpqwiç. 
A third qe-ra-na is listed in the second half of line 2, but t he 
ideogram has been omitted because the text runs to the extreme 
edge of the tablet. The descriptive formula reads a-mo-te-wi-ja ko-ro-
no-we-sa. Ventr is appears to identify the basic noun as dp[ioaxaç, and 
the translates strangely «of the Harmost ' s service». No evidence is 
offered for the intrusion of this Spartan official into a Mycenaean doc­
ument and we are left unenlightened as to the appearance of a JUG 
which might plausibly be described as «of the Harmost ' s service». 
ko-ro-no-we-sa Ventr is links with xop(óvr¡ either in the meaning «sea-
bird» or «curved handle». It is unnecessary to examine the plausibi­
lity of the motif thus arrived at since the link with the basic noun 
xopcüvä cannot be established. All the available evidence shows that 
adjectives made with the suffix -went- from «-nouns have the form 
-cLwent- and not -owent-. Thus E. Risch1 writes: «Die Ablei tungen zu 
den ¿»-Stämmen lauten regelmässig -oeiç, z. B. Xcoxóstc, zu ^-Stäm­
men -rjetç, z. B. ^or/jetç, aus metrischen Gründen oxióstc zu axirj...». An 
example from these tablets is the name ko-ma-we An5l9- lO. Jn750.9, 
dative ko-ma-we-te Cn925. i . The evidence from the linear B tablets 
in fact reveals a picture even more archaic than the Homer ic poems 
since the suffix is attached, as we have seen, to consonant s tems 
without the interposition of the thematic vowel: pe-de-we-sa Ta7(X).2 
and to-qi-de-we-sa (see above). But to return to the «-stems, Ventr is 
himself has suggested that wo-ra-we-sa which describes a CHARIOT 
in Se88o-j-IOi7 is derived from ookd and he translates «scarred». This 
I doubt, for I believe the chariot has a cover, Ftopa), but the princ­
iple of word formation at least is correct. It is all the stranger that 
he ignores this vital fact of word formation when at tempting to link 
ko-ro-no-we-sa with xopcovâ. A rigorous application of the four heuristic 
principles enumerated above will, I believe, yield a description of 
the vase less strange and open to philological objection than «of the 
Harmost ' s service with a curved handle.» 
In the first place, we are fortunate in that the meaning of the syl­
labic group a-mo-ta may be established contextually, for the word 
1
 Wortbildung der horn. Sprache, p. 139. 
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also occurs in the CHARIOT tablets, from which I quote some typical 
specimens, S0O492-J-57904-6019. 
de-do-me-na 
A-MO-TA pte-re-wa te-mi-ji-ta WHEEL ZE 24 
In these contexts Ventr is and Chadwick1 took a-mo-ta as an adjec­
tive ápfjLoaxá, which they interpreted as a technical description of the 
wheels in question. The difficulties inherent in this interpretat ion ha­
ve been pointed out by M. Lejeune2 in a lucid examination of these 
texts, al though he still regards the identification ápfioaxá as proba­
ble. I have long doubted this interpretation, and my doubts have 
been shared with P. B. S. Andrews . In the first place, the position of 
A-MO-TA written large at the beginning of the tablets, like I-QI-
yA, suggested to me that this word is in fact a noun designating the 
objects depicted in the ideogram WHEEL. That, however, it did not 
simply designate the wheel was probable from the fact that we have 
a persistent Indo-European word for the wheel in xúxXoc while Ho­
mer also uses xpo^óc. Moreover, if Ventr is ' interpretation were cor­
rect, then one would expect to find that the objects described as 
a-na-mo-ta were WHEELS lacking this particular specification, that is, not 
áppioaxá. But in fact where a-na-mo-ta occurs, we find not WHEELS but 
the bare unmounted CHARIOT BODY, with the pole at tached. If then 
a-mo-ta is a noun, then the obvious way to establish its meaning is to 
ask what is it which the a-na-mo-ta tablets lack which the a-mo-ta 
tablets have. The plain answer is that they lack the undercarriage, 
which of course is seen from the side and represented by a single 
wheel, as it commonly is in Mycenaean representat ions of the com­
plete chariot. 
The meaning thus tentatively established by the analysis of the 
contexts, we may apply the second of our heuristic principles and 
at tempt to link up a-mo-ta and a-na-mo-to with known Greek words . 
W e may now use the fact to which attention was repeatedly drawn 
above, namely that in the South Achaean dialect with which we are 
dealing the sonant nasal is represented by a short -<?-. W e are fortu­
nate in that we have an exact morphological parallel for a-na-mo-to. 
1
 Evidence, p. 99. 
- Rev. Phil. XXIX 2 (1955), p. 159; further P. Chantraine, Minos IV 1 (1956), 
P- 52-
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In his Transliteration Nucleus (February 1954) Ventr is listed 
«76 spellings which I consider to be the most securely in terpreted». 
No. 6 in his list reads «a-no-wo-to K875.I = a-vo-Fct-xov 'no-handled '» , 
and the short -0- is glossed by him «n». It remains to be added that 
the same sound correspondence is used by him in the present tab­
lets for a-pi-qo-to and e-ne-wo (see above). It can hardly be open 
then to deny that just as a-no-wo-to = àvoF/rcov so a-na-mo-to = ávap-
¡JLWXOÇ. There is complete morphological and phonological paralle­
lism. The basic noun for which we are searching will evidently be 
the well-known chariot word apjjia, apfjuxxoç. In Homer this means of 
course «chariot» but the meaning elicited above recalls the fact that 
in Homer ajia^a means both «undercarriage» and «carriage, cart». 
Fo r the first meaning see 77 24. 266-7: 
ex ¡lèv ä}ia£;av aetpav èóxpo^ov r¡¡uov£Í7¡v 
xaXr¡v Tp(tìio%a^éa, xstptvda oè Srjaav ¿V aòx^c 
cf. 262: 
oùx av hi* ¡iOí afia^av ecpoxXíaaaixs zàyiaxa. 
The verb ècpox^iÇsiv patently means «to put the gear on», an ope­
ration, which in fact consists of tying on the xsípivíkx. Thus in its nar­
rower technical sense ajjia^a means the wagon less the xeipivôa just 
as in our texts the apjia in the narrower sense means the chariot with­
out the body. That we have successfully identified the a-mo-ta as a 
neuter noun is now confirmed by a fact which Ventr is communica­
ted to me after the above analysis was complete: a new fragment 
S07485.3 reads a-mo I . Here we have the expected singular, the 
equivalent of ápfiw, again with the final sonant nasal represented as 
an -0-, as in e-ne-wo and, we must now suppose, in pe-mo. It 
remains-to add that the dual a-mo-te was so interpreted by me, a 
word which Ventris and Chadwick1 interpreted as ápjióaíbj and M. 
Lejeune2 as ap\L00xr¡p or ct|i.ód£v «de provenance indéterminée». There 
is certainly only one type of Greek noun of the pat tern singular 
a-mo, dual a-mo-te, plural a-mo-ta and they are the neutres in -ww, 
-mntos. The present interpretation will remove a number of objections 
to the previous interpretation which are listed by Lejeune. It re-
1
 Evidence, p. 99. 
2
 Ibid., p. 159, 166. 
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moves an uncompounded adjective in -TOC; it explains the position 
and large writing A-MO-TA in the first position; it saves us the em­
barrassment of having to postulate an entirely different word to ac­
count for a-mo-te; it obviates the question «what are the wheeis which 
are not a-mo-tai»\ it explains why a-na-mo-ta are accompanied by 
ideograms depicting the CHARIOT BODY; and finally, it explains why 
there is no mention of àçovsç for on our hypothesis the apfia consists 
essentially of the two wheels mounted on an axle. W e conclude that 
in Mycenaean times the word ap[xa in a narrower technical sense 
meant «undercarriage» and in a looser sense «chariot», as it does 
in later Greek. Thus the a-mo-te-wo ra-wa-ke-si-jo-jo of Ea25 was most 
likely the «War Leader 's Charioteer». In Vno6 the woodcutters send 
e-pi-pu-ta a-mo-te-fo-na-de as well as a-ko-so-ne. Ventris and Chad-
wick1 have already interpreted the place in question as áp(iaxe(i)(í)v 
«the chariot work-shop». Our investigation of the contexts of the syl­
labic group a-mo-t- is now complete , and it is difficult to resist the 
conclusion that a-mo-te-wi-ja means «decorated with a charioteer». 
This provides us with an attractive possibility for ko-ro-no-we-sa. 
This group of syllables can stand for xXovÓFsaaa and xXovoç.is an Hom­
eric word for a «dense throng of warriors», or «battle rout», e. g. 
/ / . 5.167: 
ßrj o° ÍJJLSV av xe ¡i-á/7¡v xai ava xXóvov eyyetaiov. 
II. 16.331: 
CCUÒV IXe ßXacp&evxa xaxà xXóvov. 
ibid. 713: 
SiÇe yàp Yjè jiá^otxo xaxà xXóvov auxtç ¿Xaaaac. 
ibid. 788-9: 
TJvxexo yap xot Ooißoc ève. xpaxepiji òajiivTjt. 
heivòc. ó fjtèv xòv tóvxa xaxà xXóvov oòx ¿vór¡aev. 
IL i l . 148-9: 
ó S' ôik Tkeloxat XAOVSOVXO cpaXayyeç 
XTJt p' ¿vópoua. 
77. 16.284-5: 
HaxpoxAOÇ o"è xpôxoç àxóvxtae ooapt cpaetvóùt 
àvxtxpò xaxà ¡iéaaov, 59-t xkelaxoi xXovéovxo. 
1
 Ibid. 
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T h e c o n f o r m a t i o n of t h e s e m a n t i c field r e v e a l e d b y t h e a b o v e 
p a s s a g e s m a k e s it l ike ly t h a t xXovoç a n d XAOVSCO r e f e r r ed o r ig ina l ly to 
t h e c l o s e l y p a c k e d b a t t l e f o r m a t i o n a n d t h a t t h e n o t i o n «c lose ly 
p a c k e d , h u d d l e d t o g e t h e r » d e v e l o p e d i m p l i c a t i o n s of d i s o r d e r a n d 
r o u t . A n o b v i o u s para l le l is p r o v i d e d b y t h e n o u n oòXa\LÓc « t h r o n g of 
w a r r i o r s » e spec i a l l y in ba t t l e , a n d t h e n o t i o n of d i s o r d e r in t h e cor­
r e s p o n d i n g v e r b (II 8.214-5): 
xXrjö'ev Ó¡JULC LXIZÍÜV xe xcù avo piòv áaxiaxácüv 
I s u g g e s t , t h e r e f o r e , t h a t t h e qe-ra-na u n d e r d i s cus s ion was d e c o r a t ­
e d w i t h «-a c h a r i o t e e r a n d a b a n d of w a r r i o r s » . T h a t t h e s e mot i f s sat­
isfy t h e c r i t e r i on of m u t u a l c o m p a t i b i l i t y g o e s w i t h o u t s a y i n g . W e 
m a y n o w m a k e e n q u i r y of t h e A e g e a n a r c h a e o l o g i s t . 
In his chapter on «Pictorial Composition» Furumark writes (MPp. 430): «... at 
this stage (seil, the beginning of Myc. Ill) an altogether different class of pictorial 
decoration appears, viz. one wehere the separate elements as a rule are not per 
se ornamental and where the composition is of a more narrative character, re­
presenting scenes from real life». Particularly important for our problem are 
his remarks on the Hellado-Mycenaean style (p. 446 ff.): «Another thing should 
be observed: the representation is of a narrative character, the composition form­
ing one coherent whole». This insistence on the logical coherence of the dec­
orative motifs gives an added importance to our criterion of mutual compatibi­
lity (no. 3). Now apropos of the subjects represented in the pictorial composi­
tions of the Hellado-Mycenaean vases'0/" our period Furumark comments thus 
on the chariot scenes: «We may assume the following subjects to have been re­
presented on these vases: (a) simple chariot scene... (b) battle scene with cha­
riots... (c) spearmen advancing towards the foe... (d) battle scene with spear­
men...» And again, (p. 452); «If we assume that these representations had proto­
types in the greater arts, we may easily reconstruct a cycle illustrating the suc­
cessive stages of warfare. First we have the preparation and the departure of 
the infantry and of charioteers, in the first instance, the leave taking and the 
marching off of warriors equipped with provisions, in the second, the unharnes­
sed horses, grooms harnessing the horses and chariots on their way to the bat­
tle. Then comes the battle itself: advancing spearmen, spearmen throwing their 
spears and charioteers fighting». Furumark's exposition, it will be seen, corres­
ponds strikingly to the pictorial scene «charioteer with throng of warriors» 
which our linguistic analysis has elicited from the tablet under discussion. We 
emphasize once again that such pictorial compositions are peculiar to the Myc. 
Ill period to which the Palace of Nestor is assigned. The interpretation offered 
thus satisfies all the criteria set up as measures of plausibility. 
We may be encouraged to search for further enlightenment in Furumark's 
monumental work. As the comparative philologist turns over the pages which 
the distinguished Swedish archaeologist devotes to the pictorial compositions 
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of this same period, he finds that a prominent place is given to bull compositions 
(p. 438ff). In particular (p. 439): «It has also been shown that the postures of some 
of the specimens correspond to those of the Vaphio Bulls.» Furumark is of course 
referring to the famous gold cup found in the tholos tomb of Vaphio near the 
hands of the buried king (see Evans, Palace of Minos II, p. 175 fig. 88). We may 
add that a gold and silver cup with running bulls was found by Persson in the 
royal tomb at Dendra. If we'now return to our working hypothesis that the des­
criptive formulae consist of strings of adjectives formed with various suffixes 
from nouns denoting the motif in question, for «decorated with a btill» with a 
feminine noun we should expect to find an adjective something like qo-wi-ja. At 
once the mind recurs to a passage which was left unexplained in our previous 
discussion of Kno2.3 ( = Tn3i6.r.3). It will be recalled that this document ap­
pears to be a calendar of offerings made to number of Mycenaean divinities 
and that the first entry records the offerings made to the divine occupant of the 
po-se-da-i-jo, who, to judge from the human offering (2 WOMEN) was a goddess. 
The offerings recorded in 1. 3 are: 
GOLD CUP 1 WOMEN 2 qo-wi-ja\...] ko-ma-ive-te-ja 
It should be noted that the syllabic groups diverge from the normal in that 
such textual items usually occur before the ideograms. We must assume that 
they were added as an afterthought, and this is consistent with the fact that the 
last syllable is squeezed in above the line. The added words may thus refer ei­
ther to the GOLD CUP or to the two WOMEN. Now appopos of the bull 
compasitions, Furumark notes the occurrence as an accessorial motif of 
leaf plant, «an ornament absent in non-pictorial decoration is a stemmed 
plant with one or several lanceolate leaves» (p. 439). Trees are likewise a promi­
nent feature of the decoration of the Vaphio gold cup. This fact gives us an op­
portunity of using the criterion of compatibility. In Greek an object «having fo­
liage» would be xo¡jLa-F£vx- (for XÓJLTJ «foliage» see Odyssey 23.195: xcù TÒT' ïxetx' 
àxéxocjjoc xó[i7¡v TavucpúXXoo elaír¡c). According to our hypothesis the corresponding 
descriptive adjective would be xo(taF£VT-eia (cf. to-qi-de-jd). In view of the facts 
assembled by the archaeologists relative to the bull compositions on Mycenaean 
artefacts of our period and the association of leaf plant with bulls, can it be 
an accident that qo-wi-ja (in the first position of the formula representing the 
principal theme) should be associated with ko-ma-we-te-ja (in the final position 
representing the accessorial motif) on the same line as an ideogram represen­
ting a GOLD CUP? Let us examine the probabilities involved in the alternative as­
sumption that these are two women's names which quite accidentally counter­
feit the names for the combination of motif s presented in the surviving Mycen­
aean gold cups and also listed in the bull compositions of the contemporary potte­
ry. On the hypothesis that the names have nothing to do with the gold cup 
offered, we must assess the probabilities by making a random choice. To test 
the hypothesis that these are two women's names, we shall put all the available 
Mycenaean women's names into two urns, mix thoroughly, blindfold ourselves 
and make a random selection from each of the two urns with our right hand 
and our left. The probabilities will be the same if it is thought that the second 
word is a derivative from a man's name representing either the owner or the 
woman concerned («[slave of] Komaweis»: (G. Pugliese Carratelli, St. in onore di 
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XJ. Paoli, p. ii.) if we may assume that there were roughly the same number of 
men's and women's names to choose from. Thus the chances of a random com­
bination of names counterfeiting the combiiiation of motif s established by the ar­
chaeologists are one in x", where x is the number of women's and/or men's 
names available. On the modest assumption that there were only one hundred 
names the chances of accident would be one in ten thousand. We should add a 
further factor in the calculation: the names would have to be written in the ap­
propriate order to account for the distinction between principal and subsidiary 
motif. It will be conceded that the odds are enormously in favour of the hypo­
thesis that the words in question refer to the GOLD CUP and mean «decorated with 
a bull... and leaf piatii.» It remains to add that the alternative hypothesis has to 
establish the right of qo-im-ja to be put into the urn at all and that it in any 
case offers no explanation of the smudged word, which has proved impossible to 
read (Bennett's revised text gives a blank for this word). If our hypothesis be 
accepted, the GOLD CUP offered to the goddess of thepo-se-da-i-jo, who I believe 
to have been the patroness of Pylos, will have been similar in decoration to the 
gold cups found at Vaphio and elsewhere. 
W e may now resume our expectant perusal of the relevant pages 
of Mycenaean Pottery. The chapter on Myc. Ill pictorial composition 
lists goat compositions among the most frequent, aik- = axr\- imme­
diately obt rudes itself and with it the possibility of solving yet an­
other problem. 
The famous TRIPOD tablet Saózil reads: 
ti-ri-po ai-ke-u ke-re-si-jo zve-ke TRIPOD 2 
ti-ri-po ke-re-si-jo we-ke a-pu ke-ka-u-me-no ke-re-a.2 TRIPOD[ 
To this we may now add Ta709-3. 
ti-ri-po ke-re-si-jo we-ke 34-ke-u TRIPOD I [ 
Vent r i s 1 in his discussion of the first tablet took ai-ke-u as a pro­
per name and ke-re-si-jo as KpTjoioç «the Cretan», we-ke he identified 
as the verb FE^O) «bring», and he translated the whole phrase «Ai-
geus the Cretan brings it». In the second formula quoted we should 
have to assume that the name was omitted and only the ethnic re­
mains. The new example presents a strange word order «tripod, the 
Cretan brought it, 34-ke-u.» In fact Ventr is2 has now abandoned 
his version. But recently Aigeus the Cretan has been resuscitated by 
H. Mühlestein, who offers3 an ingenious way out of the difficulties of 
the changing word order. In the first place, he identifies zve-ke as the 
1
 Archaeology VII 1 (1954), P- 18. 
2
 Éranos LUI (1956), p. 116. 
3
 Les trépieds de Pylos (privately circulated, December 1955). 
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root aorist of pepy- «make», 'rival de wo-zo\ «Mais d'où notre notaire 
savait-il qu 'un Aigeus avait forgé ces trépieds? E t comment vérifier 
cette indication postérieurement? Les comptables mycéniens n 'ont 
guère su reconnaî t re l 'ouvrage d'un Aigeus à son style. E t d 'autre 
part, la syntaxe reste bien étrange, cette principale qui ne se rattache 
à rien, alors qu 'on ne manquait pas de participes, par exemple . Les 
difficultés disparaissent, si le notaire lisait, gravée sur les t répieds, 
la s ignature de l 'artiste, en trois mots , et qu'il l'a notée l i t téralement 
dans son inventaire, comme trait caractéristique et indélébile de ses 
pièces. Plus que ça; Les trois mots de l ' inscription étaient disposés 
en rond sur le bassin circulaire des t répieds d 'Aigeus , puisqu 'en 
Ta709.3 , le notaire a manqué son entrée » 
However, while acknowledging the ingeniousness of the propo­
sed solution, doubts assail one. Particularly daunt ing is the implica­
tion that the trained palace «notaire», who is drawing up the inven­
tory in Greek, found the inscriptions on the t r ipods so unintelligible 
that he could copy them nonsensically in the wrong order of words. 
Moreover, in the third description of Ta6zj.I he apparent ly left out 
the name and merely copied the patronymic ke-re-si-jo. If we eschew 
hypothesis for the moment and merely look at the facts, we shall 
notice two things: first, that ke-re-si-jo we-ke moves in the formula 
as a single unit; and secondly that the scribe shows a t endency to 
separate by a word divider the consti tuents of compound words (see 
above and add a-pu ke-ka-u-me-no in this very tablet). Thus there 
are s t rong reasons for reading this as one word xprjatOFEpyTic, 
which could hardly be bet tered as a description of a Mycenaean 
bronze t r ipod. K a r o 1 writes: «Während so die Keramik des Fest landes 
eine namhafte Selbtständigkeit bewahrt, sind Schmuck, Gemmen 
und Ringe, Elfenbein und Bronzearbeiten sowie Gefässe aus Edel ­
metall und Waffen von minoischen Tast nie unterscheidbar . Hier 
herrschte Kre ta unumschränkt .» Dr. M. Todd has drawn my atten­
tion to the frequency of such formations in the descript ion of ar te­
facts: TeivioepYrjc (xpaxeÇa) Critias 35d; Auxtoupy^ç ((ptálr¡) Dem. 49. 
31; Na^toüpyrjc (xavfrapoc) Ar . Pax 143; Mitar¡aioupY7¡c (XXÍVT¡) /Gl3. 
330.3; Xtoupyèç (xoT^piov) IG II (2), 110,1.7 (Délos, in an inventory of 
àpYopcójjurca; cf. TTjioup-pj 1. 22), etc . 
1 . W S u p p l . VI col. 593. 
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Against this mass of evidence we must set with Mühlestein the 
syntactical incongruence in the formula as thus interpreted with sin­
gular for dual. But this objection can hardly weigh very heavily with 
a scribe who can write di-'pa me-zo-e with dual for singular in the 
next line. In fact, Ventr is , as I have said, has now abandoned his 
own interpretation in favour of that argued here and rightly con­
cludes «we must then assume an erroneous singular for dual -wergeë 
on TaÓ4i . i and it is doubtful if ai-ke-u can be a man's name.» 1 
My own explanation follows from the general interpretat ion of 
the descriptive formulae. Ignoring for the moment the quest ion of 
word formation, I take ai-k- to represent oxr\- so that aìyeóc is again 
a word referring to the decorative motif: goat (mot. 6, MP p . 250 ff.). 
In 709.3 34-ke-u is taken by Ventr is as ai^-ke-u. I am doubtful 
about this value for 34, inter alia on phoneme-distr ibut ional grounds : 
in particular, po-ai2-wi-do KN Sc2 35 is a strange concatenat ion of 
sounds. I have already suggested 2 that the closely resemblant 33 
has the value pus. I shall argue the case in detail elsewhere along 
with other as yet unread sounds, but the example of pa-34-so KN 
X328 as compared with pa-pu-so Jno8.4, and the possibil i ty that the 
-W- in po-34-wi-do may be a glide sound after an -u- all make it 
possible that 34. is after all a variant of 33 with the same value pu3. 
34-te in A n 2 9 . i l would then be cpux^p, the plural of which pu%-te-rez 
occurs in N a 5 / . If/z¿3 like pa3 was used primarily to represent the 
aspirated stops, then 34-ke-u may stand for cpuxeóc, and the motif 
which then emerges is well-known from the Cretan reper tory: it is 
sea weed^. 
W e may now step back from the canvas and again assess the 
probabil i t ies . Given the fact that the reper tory of Aegean decorat ive 
motifs of this per iod includes goddess and women, charioteer and 
warriors, bulls and leaf plant, and goat, what is the l ikelihood that 
in texts admit tedly concerned with the description of Mycenaean 
artefacts the syllabic groups wa-na-s- - j - ku-na, a-mo-t—f- ko-ro-no-, 
qo-w—\- ko-ma-we-t-, and ai-k would occur by sheer accident and 
counterfeit the Greek words for the motifs in question, espe-
3
 Éranos LUI (1956), 
a
 Bull. Inst. Class. Stud. II, 1955, p. 44. 
â Gnomon XXVI (1954), p. 66 f. 
* Motif 30, MP, p. 321 ff. 
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cially when no fewer than three are groups of words cor responding 
to the established combinations of motifs where the probabil i t ies 
must be calculated in te rms of x% ra ther than x ? I submit tha t 
such an accumulation reduces the possibility of random occurrence 
to negligible proport ions, so that we may now approach the difficult 
question of Mycenaean word formation with greater confidence. 
W h a t we are faced with is a type alyeoç. a denominative which 
in these formulae means «decorated with goat motif», and a corres­
ponding feminine formation in -r¡FÍa. The latter could have arisen by 
«false division» from a basic form like áp¡i.axeóc «charioteer»., from 
which a «decorative» adjective ap\iaxy¡FÍa could have been formed 
with the suffix -ia as in yuvoc-ux. It is to the suffix -eóc that we must 
turn our attention. In Homer , Risch1 writes, «die meisten Appellativa 
auf -eóc kennzeichnen einen Mann nach seinem Stande, der Waffen­
gat tung oder dem Beruf.» Thus ^aXxeúc meant «he who has to do 
with bronze». But it is relevant to the present problem to note that 
such formations could be also used to describe things. As Risch 
remarks: «Merkwürdig ist ßoeoc ' r indslederner Riemen'». He re we 
have precisely such a derivative from an animal name used to des­
cribe an object, just as according to our submission aíyeúc descr ibes 
the tr ipod. It would appear that the semantic content of the denom­
inative suffix is of the vaguest, alyeuç simply means the person or 
thing which has to do with goats, just as oòpeóc is explained by 
W . Schulze2 «proprie significat sulcatorem.» 
After this digression the most impor tant question claims our 
attention. W h a t was the occasion on which the inventory was taken? 
The secret lies concealed in the introductory formula. Vent r i s 3 
translates: «Thus pu^-ke-qi-ri made inspection on the occasion when 
the king appointed Sigewas to be a damokoros.» This was, in fact, 
my own first version, but further consideration has convinced me 
that it is untenable. 
The formula begins as so often with o- prefixed to a verb: o-wi-de 
= «thus saw... ». pu^-ke-qi-ri is presumably the subject and a 
proper name as in the precisely parallel opening o-wi-de a-ko-so-ta 
1
 Op. cit. p. 144. 
2
 See Risch, ibidem. 
3
 Éranos LUI (1956), p. 113. 
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of Eq2l3 . l (Eqoi), a text which seems to record the inspection of 
grain stocks by the prominent personage A-ko-so-ta when the 
äpoopa was being ploughed up. Ventris comments: «It possibly 
refers to the checking of the transaction by the responsible official» 
and he adduces by way of explanation parallels from the tablets 
from Alalakh, e. g. no. 255: «...four (birds) to Taguzi, when the 
king went to stay in Abena.» Ventris has in fact suggested, and 
this is the implication of the parallel he has adduced, that the 
tablets under discussion record presents given to various people on 
the occasion of the appointment of 85-ke-wa to the office of da-mo-
ko-ro. This is an interesting suggestion. It would not perhaps be a 
fatal objection that the expression o-wi-de «thus he (she) saw » is 
hardly appropriate as a description of the giving of presents. The 
verb certainly suggests here as in Eq2i3 that what is recorded is 
an inspection by the official responsible of objects in situ and the 
taking of an inventory. But if they form a series of presents, why 
should the recipients be named only in the case of two items 
namely the JUGS ? And why is the donor mentioned only in one 
entry and even then anonymously (Ta7H-3 «gift of a woman»)? 
Furthermore if this were a record of gifts on a ceremonious occasion, 
should we not expect some order or precedence ? The gift hypo­
thesis also fails to account for another set of facts, namely that the 
objects listed form a unity. As Ventris remarks they appear to be 
«the furnishings of a luxurious reception room (furniture, vessels, 
and arrangements for heating)». Now such a complete set of house­
hold equipment might be given away for instance as a dowry (cf. 
the trousseau of Ahat Milku, which includes besides clothing and 
elaborate decorated furniture, cooking pots and tongs, as Professor 
Webster pointed out after a communication by Dr. Tritsch to the 
London Seminar on 10th October 1956 on the relevance of the 
Ugarit texts to the study of the Linear B tablets), or otherwise 
disposed of at the death or disgrace of the owrner (as for instance in 
the Hermocopid inventories). But why should this be done when 
the FctvaÉ; appointed 85-ke-wa a da-mo-ko-r or And if the tablets 
record a series of honorific presents on this auspicious occasion, 
one may be permitted to wonder who received the «useless» tripod 
with the legs burned off and who, again, the similar item with one 
foot. But there are even more trivial objects — the hearth furniture 
in Ta709, which it will be convenient to identify here. 
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pi-je-ra.% to-qi-de-ja 3 is evidently «three cpiaXai decorated with 
spirals». The next word is mutilated and only the end of the next 
word is legible. But since it obviously ends with the common 
ins t rument suffix -TTjpia and the ideogram presents the form of a 
boil ing pan or some such thing, we must conclude that pa-ko-to is 
likewise the beginning of the name of some cooking vessel.1 Wi th 
the next word we pass out of the reper tory of such ideograms and 
the objects concerned are spelled out in syllabic groups. Their 
semantic sphere is fortunately indicated by pu-ra-u-to-ro 2 which 
must be the dual of xopaoaxpa (xupaaxpov is also attested). That 
these words list the hearth furniture is further corroborated by 
pa^-ra-to-ro, which, have identified as 07cáXcc6pov «rake». This 
enables us to delimit the possibilities for 8ß-te. In a previous paper 
I have argued that the value of 85 is s'a. This word provides the 
oppor tuni ty of test ing this value: sa-te may stand for f aapxTJp which 
I take to be the agent noun from aaipto2 and the word will mean 
«brush», a satisfactory companion for the fire-tongs and rake. There 
remains ko-te-ri-ja 6. Here too we have the suffix -xrjpia or -frçpiov. 
Consequent ly we have to find a verbal root which can be rendered 
by the syllable ko- and which combined with the suffix in question 
will yield a word which will find congenial semantic company 
among the minor appurtenances of the hearth. I suggest that the verb 
in quest ion is yoi- «heap up (earth etc.)» (cf. j&\La): i(üoxr¡pía or 
"/coaTTJptov then, will mean «shovel». Wha teve r view be taken of the 
last suggest ions, «firetongs» and «fire-rake» are tolerably certain, 
and it is difficult to see what role was assigned to them in the 
investiture of 85-ke-wa. The fact is that the syllabic groups are so 
ambiguous that it is necessary to provide them with a context to 
give them the necessary precision, te-ke is most likely dfjxe (see 
below3), but the rendering of this aorist as «appointed» -is plausible 
only if it is proved that da-mo-ko-ro is the name of some rank or 
office to which such appointment can be made. Ventris does not 
discuss this crucial point nor does he a t tempt to identify the word, 
1
 This would rule out the suggestion quoted by Ventris that this word 
may mean the bag for holding the utensils in question. 
a
 oaipu> is itself a denominative from oápov. 
3
 It could stand for xéxe, xé"f¡e, oéX s^, etc. 
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which he simply transliterates as damoko?'OS. This is a point which 
must be settled before any at tempt is made to translate the formula 
as a whole. 
The question may be decided by compiling the dossier of the 
individual who is the central personage of this text. 85-ke-wa occurs 
in An 192.4 (An 16), which consists of a list of names followed by 
the MAN ideogram and the figure I. They are presumably all proper 
names. Now 85-ke-wa occurs again in J0438.23 (KnOl), a tablet 
which records amounts of GOLD entered against (i) place names 
e. g. 1. 26 pi-jai = $sai , 1. 25 i-te-re-wa\ (2) place names followed 
by ko-re-te or po-ro-ko-re-te, words which presumably denote 
officials of the place in question; and (3) personal names such as 
85-ke-wa 1. 23, po-ki-ro-qo 1. 22, some of these names being followed 
by descriptive terms (e. g. do-ri-ka-o mo-ro-pa2 1. 5, te-po-se-u 
ti-nwa-si-jo ko-re-te 1. 21). Now, te-po-se-u occurs again in On 300.11 
(OnOl), a document which is drawn up in a similar way to J0438 
in that the entries consist either of persons (with or without further 
description) or places, the commodi ty being indicated by the ideo­
gram >;: 15 4• A m o n g the entries in the first half of this document , 
which are in the dative case (note for instance pa-ki-ja-ni-ja ko-re-te-
ri 1. 2), there occurs the personal name a-pi-a2-ro, whom we find in 
the company of 85-ke-wa in A n i g 2 . l . Note further in this latter 
document du-ni-jo du-ma 1. 5> which suggests a restoration du-]ni-Jo 
[community name] du-ma-ti in On300.5. a-pi-a2-ro is also known as 
a lessor of land from E a i o ç , 270 and 922. The dossiers of the per­
sonages concerned, who all seem to be of some importance, will be 
examined further in a later article devoted to the personnel of the 
«o-ka» tablets1 . For present purposes it suffices to say that the 
pursuit of 85-ke-wa leads us from J0438 to On300. Of decisive 
importance is the nature of the entries in these two documents . In not 
a single instance does the entiy take the form of a noun denoting status 
or rank. The first word is either a personal name or a place name, 
and it is only after the latter that we find ko-re-te or po-ro-ke-re-te. 
Now the final entry on the first half of On300 is da-mo-ko-ro, just as 
te-po-se-u is the final entry of the second half. The structure of the 
tablet s t rongly suggests that da-mo-ko-ro is a p roper name. Now let 
See Minos IV 2 (1956), p. 121-145; Éranos LIV, 1956, p. 1 ff. 
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us apply the second test and use the spelling rules to link up with 
later Greek. The result corroborates that of the contextual analysis: 
the only word in the Greek reference books which I can equate 
with da-mo-ko-ro is the proper name Aá^oxAoc. Now the fact that 
85-ke-wa occurs in very similar contexts to da-mo-ko-ro and that 
the two names are conjoined in the introductory formula to Ta7I l 
suggests that this personage has a double name: 85-ke-wa, the first 
sign indicates, is an Aegean name while AdfioxXoç is patently Greek. 
Parallels for such double names might be quoted from other sources, 
notably the Greek papyri from Egypt. One is also reminded of 
Paris who was also called Alexander and the boy 
xóv p "Exxoop xaXseoxe Hxa\iávhptov, aòxàp oí aXXoi 'Aaxuávaxx'. 
But the Pylos tablets themselves provide us with an example of 
double naming. In his discussion of the E tablets Bennett1 has 
shown that the En series are all written by the same hand and 
copied from the Eo series. In particular E0444 = En659.l-6. What 
is relevant to the present problem is that in E0444 the formula has 
pa-ro pa-da-je-we whereas in the later copy the scribe has substituted 
the name qe-re-qo-ta {pe-re-qo-ta). This individual has his full style 
pe-re-qo-ta pa-da-je-{u) in An 192.12, a document which also lists 
the very man we are discussing, 85-ke-wa. This shows clearly that 
in the Pylos tablets, too, a man may bear a double name and be 
referred to by either or both together. The text under discussion 
records a matter of some solemnity as we shall see, and so he 
receives his full style, 85-ke-wa da-mo-ko-ro. Finally Professor 
Webster points out to me «a trump card» which I have not used: 
if da-mo-ko-ro is the name of some office, why is it not included in 
the list which heads Jn829 ? But if da-mo-ko-ro cannot be shown to 
be the name of some office, then te-ke cannot mean «appointed». 
This is fatal to Ventris' interpretation, apart from the fact 
that in any case it failed to provide any plausible context for the 
taking of the inventory. We must make a fresh start. It will be 
wisest if make an attempt to build up the context, using all the 
available data before venturing on a translation of the syllabic 
groups which hint so tantalisingly at a Greek sentence of the thir­
teenth century B. C. If we can do this we shall put ourselves in the 
1
 Amer. Journ. of Archaeol. LX (1956), p. 103 ff. 
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p o s i t i o n of t h e s c r i b e . F o r t h a t is t h e ma jo r diff iculty in t h e in ter ­
p r e t a t i o n of t h e s e t ex t s : t h e s c r i b e was a w a r e of t h e c o n t e x t of 
s i tua t ion a n d c o u l d c o n t e n t h imse l f w i th t h e v a g u e s t h in t s a t t h e 
form of w o r d s u s e d . W e can i n t e r p r e t te-ke o n l y w h e n w e have 
e s t a b l i s h e d the c o n t e x t . 
We may start from the items which proved most puzzling on the hypothesis 
of an honorific presentation — the fire-damaged cooking vessels and the paltry 
objects of the hearth. It is evident that the objects in question have been in use, 
and we ask ourselves what evidence we have for such collections of objects 
from the ancient world. There is, of course, ample evidence from Etruscan 
tombs. It fact, the possibility that we are in fact in possession of the inventory 
of a rich Mycenaean tomb first suggested itself to me during a visit at Easter 
1955 to the Villa Giuglia in Rome where, in the first case on the right in Room 
3, the equipment of Tómb 51 (this room «contiene in gran parte corredi ed 
oggetti da tombe della necropoli vulcente dell' Osteria») includes, besides an 
Attic black-figure vase, signed by Nicosthenes, with a battle scene (end of 
sixth century) a rake (in the form of an arm with a hand) and a pair offtre-tongs. 
Such hearth equipment along with cooking pots is of course a commonplace 
in Etruscan tombs. But the mention of a rake and tongs recalls the xupauaxpo) 
and axakad-pov of our tablet, and this impels one to seek for similar evidence 
from the Aegean Bronze Age. We are fortunate in having a comparatively 
recent survey of Mycenaean burial customs by G. Mylonas (Amer. Journ. of 
Archaeol. LII [1948], p. 56-81) which it will be convenient to summarise. 
Two types of grave are distinguished, the tholos of the princes and the 
rock-hewn chamber tombs of the wealthy middle class and even the poor. 
The tombs were family graves. 
Both types of tombs were family graves and contained a number of burials. 
Some were in use for centuries and «occasionally the need must have arisen of 
using a grave soon after a first burial, when two members of the same family 
followed one another in a short time». In the tholos at Dendra, Persson found 
four cists, and «it is apparent that the three bodies found in the cists were 
buried at different times and that the grave had to be opened at least twice 
after the first interment» (p. 74). 
Personal and household objects were interred. 
«The kterismata buried with, the body fall into two categories: personal 
objects such as ornaments, weapons, goblets, etc. and vases containing supplies» 
(p. 73). Apropos of chamber no. 2 at Dendra, Persson suggested that «the tomb 
has been fitted up as comfortably as possible with a strongly built hearth to 
warm oneself at, with the dead person's household goods.» 
Traces of fire. 
Persson has attributed the burning of the objects (in the Dendra tholos) to 
the rites which followed the burial of the king and queen (p. 75). In general, the 
traces of fire and remains of charcoal found in a number of Mycenaean graves 
«our authorities agree are the remains of funeral rites» (p. 68). 
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The tombs were family treasure houses. 
«Both Wace and Biegen further observed that the relatives who brought 
into a grave new bodies had no difficulty in taking away valuable objects 
belonging to the remains which they brushed aside on these occasions, 
objects of value, especially of metal, were removed from among the offerings 
accompanying earlier interments this was not regarded as spoliation since 
the tomb and its contents were considered as a hereditär)' property of the 
family». 
This summary of archaeological opinion concerning Mycenaean burial 
customs shows in particular that the tombs, and we may suppose xax' e^oy^r¡v 
the royal tombs, were in effect depositories of valuable property and that the 
reopening of such a tomb for a fresh burial would provide an appropriate 
occasion for the taking of an inventory such as is contained in these tablets. 
The evidence concerning traces of fire in the tombs and the conclusions drawn 
from them as to the holding of rites in honour of the dead are consistent with 
the fire-damaged condition of some of the hearth furniture. We may mention 
at this point a fact recorded by Persson (The Royal Tombs at Dendra, 1931, p. 41). 
It will be recalled that above the ivory inlaid decoration included men (a-to-ro-
qo and a-di-ri-ja-te) and lion's heads (ka-ra-a-pi re-wo-te-jo). Persson lists 
fragments of burnt ivory, with the forelegs of a bull, the wing of a sphinx, the 
upper part of the body of a small man, the head of a negro, part of a lion's 
head! We may in fact finally declare roundly that most Mycenaean objects in 
our possession have been retrieved from tombs. So at the very least we cannot 
exclude the possibility that the household effects listed in these documents 
were the furnishings of a tomb. 
I propose therefore to make the experiment of placing the ambi­
guous syllabic groups of which the opening formula is composed 
within this contextual sounding board. A t once the all-important 
verb te-ke rings loud and clear. Like Ventris , I identify it with 
•iMjxe. But we are no longer compelled to choose the render ing 
«appointed» from the wide semantic field of this verb, a render ing 
which must in any case depend on the proof that the word da-mo-
ko-ro denotes an official position. In a tomb context TÍ$"/¡[U means 
«bury». This is well-known to LSJ sub. voc. section I I . It remains to 
add the similar specialisation of the noun ÖTJXTJ in the sense «tomb.» 
It will be seen that the difficulties inherent in Ventr is ' interpret­
ation do not arise, da-mo-ko-ro as a proper name receives the inter­
pretation which harmonises with its contexts and with the only 
known post-Mycenaean equivalent of this group of syllables. T h e 
dead man receives on this solemn occasion his full name 85-ke-wa 
Aá¡AOXAOc. The evident unity of the objects listed, difficult to explain 
on the hypothesis of a series of separate gifts, an hypothesis which 
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causes particular difficulty in the case of the hearth furniture, is 
accounted for as a tolerably complete household equipment deposi­
ted in the tomb. Such equipment of the dead is of course widespread. 
As G. Thomson has written1, «wherever interment is the rule, it 
has been and still is customary to deposit beside the corpse pots, 
tools, weapons and utensils of all kinds.» Similarly E. F. Brück2 
writes: «Der Tote ist wie ein Lebender zu behandeln, er ist mit allem, 
was er zu Lebzeiten gebraucht hat auszustatten: mit Waffen, Schmuck 
und Hausrat, mit Speisen und Trank und zwar hiermit auch noch 
nach der Bestattung mit Pferden und Hunden, auch mit Frauen und 
Konkubinen, Tänzerinnen und Flötenspielerinnen. Das ist im 
wesentlichen noch der Standpunkt der kretisch-mykenischen Epo­
che, er kommt noch in der älteren Anschauungsschicht der Epen 
z. B. bei der Bestattung des Patroklus zum Ausdruck.» If our con­
tention be accepted that this is the context of the inventory with 
its explanatory introductory sentence, then this important new find 
of tablets enables us to fill a grievous gap in our archaeological 
knowledge. 
Mylonas writes (p. "]"/): «The details of a royal burial in a tholos 
tomb are not so well-known since few undisturbed royal sepulchres 
have been found thus far, but it must have been a more elaborate 
affair». It will not have escaped attention that not only was *8$-ke-wa 
a personage of some importance but that the váva^ himself officiated 
at his burial. We do not know the manner in which this Mycenaean 
lord met his death in the last months of Mycenaean Pylos, but there 
are grounds for believing that some of the people with whom he is 
associated and were of like rank were on active service defending 
the coast, as I have shown in a previous article8. Pie may indeed 
have been a member of the royal family. Certainly, the gorgeousness 
of the tomb furnishings described above implies that the dead man 
was a member of the ruling class. So we may conclude that though 
Biegen has not yet found an unrobbed royal tomb of this Mycenaean 
dynasty, he has unearthed what may serve as an archaeologist's 
report. It remains to provide an «interpreted» Greek text and a 
translation. 
1
 Studies in Ancient Greek Society, p. 503. 
2
 Totenteil tmd Seelgerät, p. 35. 
3
 See Minos IV 2 (1956), p. 121-145. 
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Ta 711 
.1 toc Ftòe piitfke-qi-ri OTE FÚva^ 6rjx£ 85-ke-wa AapioxAov. 
.2 g^ekáva Fava<3or¡FÍa gw ooxápa xoy^iXsía JUG I 
qwzkávó. áp¡j.0T7]FÍa xXovÓFsaaa. 
.3 q*slava FavaaavjFta yuvaía ^ o u x á p a xop<^'iâFsaaa JUG I . 
Inspection carried out by pu2-ke-qi-ri when the King buried 
Sa-ke-wa Damoklos. 
Jug (decorated with) goddess , bull 's head(s), shell pattern JUG I. 
Jug (decorated with) charioteer, battle throng. 
Jug (decorated with) goddess, woman (or women), bull 's head(s), 
spirals JUG I. 
Ta 709 & 712 
.1 cptéXoa x o p ^ ¡.Beíat *200 ^pa-ko-to [ J-xxTjpia PAN I /(»(aj-XTjpta 6. 
.2 aapTTjp I xupaóaxpoo 2 axáXa6pov I <?-[ \ta i-to-FEGoa xéo>£aaa 
so-we-vúa sa-de-FEoaa qwe 1. 
.3 xpixuuç xprjatOFepyrji; cpuxsoç (?) TRIPOD I [ ]-z¿ TRIPOD I. 
Boiling pans, decorated with spirals. *200 3 ?? [ ] ?? shovels 6. 
brush I, tongs 2, rake I [ ] having an i-to, a foot, decorated 
with vines and rosettes. 
t r ipod, of Cretan workmanship sea-weed decoration, TRIPOD I..., 
TRIPOD 1. 
Ta 641 
. 1 xptxooe odysùç xpyjacoFspy^c; TRIPOD 2 xpíxcuc, éjieí XÓOEI. OF^ÎFSIÇ TRIPOD I 
xpixcoç xp7¡a¡.0F£py^c áxu xsxaufiévoç axÉAsa TRIPOD [ 
.2 qwéiïoL *203 3 oixaç fisCos (sic) *202 I OCXOCÊ ¡JLEÇOE xptoFse *202 2 
SÎXGCÇ [1SF10V qws.xpdFEQ * 2 0 2 I 
• 3 OlxGCÇ ¡1SFÎ.0V ipiOFEÇ * 2 0 2 I StXCtÇ ¡J.EFE.OV àvàiF'EQ *202 I . 
Two tr ipods, (decoration) goat, of Cretan workmanship TRIPOD 2. 
tripod, with one foot, with handles TRIPOD I. tr ipod of Cretan 
workmanship, with the legs burnt off TRIPOD[ 
jars 3, pot, large I. two pots , large, with three handles 2. pot, 
small, with four handles I. 
pot, small, with three handles I. pot, small, without handles I. 
Ta 642 
.1 xópxECcc XaEÍa FEaXtia cdapiéva áXoaóo"o(x)cpt xuáva> qwe pa-ra-xÚEi 
[qw£ XPüa$ ÇW£] évvEFÓxsCa. 
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.2 xópxsCa laeía fjievoeca èXecpocvxei edajieva g^eg^'ivuìxÒL) oa-ììs-yi xópu(6)-
91 gw£. 
.3 xópxsCa Aaeía à\L<pLg "'oxoç IvvEFOxeÇa eXeyavxeLoiç xó(h)yi l^fiáxeí ^ w e 
<§-w£¿rWí.vcox(Í) xop^w ¿Set. 
Table , stone, crystal, inlaid with undulat ions of cyanos, tin and 
gold, with nine feet, 
table, stone, (some other material), inlaid with ivory, worked 
with rosettes and helmets, 
table, s tone, splay-legged, with nine feet, with feet and suppor t 
of ivory worked with spiral. 
Ta 713 
.1 xopxsÇa Xaeca xoxeoeioiç ey\ia(x)^i èXeyavxeioiç çsve ájxcpíg woxoc;, 
èweroxeÇa gwegwLVüi¡Léva xopgwiÒei. 
.2 xópxsCa èleyavxeia, xoDpoeyjr¡c xxtXÓFsaaa, Fé(x)xeÇa gwegwiV(tì\LSva 
xopq™ ihei. 
.3 xópxeCa xoxeoeía ¿Xecpavxsíotc ly\La(x)yi á}JLcpí^ woxo<; évveFÓxsCa 
xoyyiXsía. 
Table , stone, with supports of ebony and ivory, splay-legged, 
with nine feet, worked with spiral, 
table, of ivory, with marble, feather pat tern, with six feet, worked 
with spiral, 
table, ebon}T, with ivory supports , splay-legged, with nine feet, 
shell pattern. 
Ta 715 
.1 xópxeCa xoxeoeía èXeyavxeioiç ey\i.a(x)yi, ccficpi^'oxoç, svveFOxeÇcc, 
xo^yiXeía. 
.2 xopxsÇa àxapôcvoç (or axpâvoç), èXeyavxeia, à\i.yig%voxoç. 
.3 xopxsÇa axapavoç (or axpâvoç), eXecfavxela, xcopoe^ç. 
.4 xopxéÇoo mi-ra2 (?) ¿qjiç^'oxio xofyeyée èvvsFoxéÇcu, xopcwLOsi(ü, 
alafiévco pa-ra-xóei 2. 
Table, ebony, with ivory supports , splay-legged, with nine feet, 
shell pat tern, 
table (of ?? wood), ivory, splay-legged, 
table (of ?? wood), ivory, with marble , 
two tables, of yew wood, splay-legged, with box-wood, with 
nine feet, spiral pattern, inlaid with tin (??) 2. 
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Ta 707 
.1 Oopvoç xuxéoeioç ipoaáyi o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-a-yi opviöiacpi, Opâvuç qwz 
ata|j.£Voç èXecpavxstotç sa-de-yi. 
.2 oopvoç xuxéaeioç eXecpavxeiacpi o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-a-yi aspfjioxapaotcv (?). 
¿^eg^ivœjiivaiç ávBpuxvxet ^we xopxccpt ^ ws 
.3 ôpâvuç xoxeaoç atajiivoç sAecpavxeioic sa-de-yi. 
Chair, ebony, with golden birds on the back, and a foot-stool 
inlaid with ivory rosettes. 
chair, ebony with back of ivory worked with a pair of stag's 
heads and the figure of a man and heifers, 
foot-stool, of ebony, inlaid with ivory rosettes. 
Ta 708 
.1 oopvoç xuxéosioç aEa[iévoç o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-a lAecpávxei. 
.2 Oopvoç xuxsoetoç ¿Ascpavxsiacpt. o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja-yi aspjjioxapaçc 
^rwe^rwlvœ^|vaiç (xvöpia(vx)cpt qwe 
.3 opâvuç xuxéoetoç càa|j.évoç eAscpavxsiotç áv5pía(vx)cpi ASFo(vx)cpt. 
Chair, ebony, with the back inlaid with ivory. 
chair, ebony, with the back of ivory worked with stag's heads 
and with figures of men. 
foot-stool, ebony, inlaid with ivory figures of men and lions. 
Ta 714 
.1 oopvoç FSCCASIOÇ odafiivoç xuávcp pa-ra-xóei qws. XPU0V ÇWe o-pi-ke-re-
mi-ni-fa 
.2 alajiévat ^puaoEc àvBpia(vx)cpt. aepjioxapaoccv qws xpuaoEç [[¿^ouxapaoz]] 
^puaoíc qwB <potvt(x)<pi 
.3 xuavíotc qwe cpoívi(x)<pi opâvuç alccfiévoç xuávcp pa-ra-xóei qwe xpuaqi 
q™e xpuaacpt xovoví(8)<pi. 
Chair, crystal, inlaid with cyanos and tin and gold, the back 
inlaid with golden human figures and a pair of stag's heads and 
golden [[bull's heads]] and with golden palm trees, 
and with palm trees of cyanos. foot-stool, inlaid with cyanos 
and tin and gold, and with golden cross-bars. 
Ta 721 
.1 opâvuç alajiivoç eAsçavxsioiç sa-de-yi xopq^iòzi q^t xapúet qwe i 
.2 ôpavueç ala¡xévot sAecpavxecoiç sa-de-yi so-we-vip qw£ xop^ wi5et qwe 3 
.3 Opâvuç alajjtévoç sAecpavxeioiç sa-de-yi so-we-wp qwz 1 
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4. opàvuç ala\iévoc, eXscpavxeioic sa-de-yi so-we-vcp qwz 1 
5. opâvuç odajiévoç ¿Xsçavxeioiç sa-de-yi i 
Foot-stool, inlaid with ivory rosettes and spiral and nut tree, I. 
foot-stools, inlaid with ivory rosettes and vine and spiral, 3. 
foot-stool, inlaid with ivory rosettes and vine. 
do. do . do. 
foot-stool, inlaid with ivory rosettes. 
Ta 722 
1. 6pâvuç odafjiévoç èXecpavxsu» âvQpû>qw(p ïqwqw(p qwt icoXuTtóSei qwz 
cpoivixei qwe 1 
2. Opàvuç ala¡iévoc éXecpavxsiot-ç xapaacpi XSFOVXEÍOIC ío-wé'-víp qwe I 
3. Opàvuç aLajiévoç ¿Xecpavxsíacpt xápucpt 
4. Opâvuç alajjiévoç IXecpavxeiäcpt. xapucpt.. 
Foot-stool inlaid with ivory man and horse and polypod and 
palm tree, 
foot-stool inlaid with ivory lion's heads and with vine. 
foot-stool inlaid with ivory hut trees. 
foot-stool inlaid with ivory nut trees. 
Ta 710 
1. Opâvuç odajiévoç eXscpavxsiotç sa-de-yi so-we-vip qwt 1 
vacat 
Foot-stool inlaid with ivory rosettes and vines. 
ADDENDA.—The above article embodies the substance of a communication to 
the Seminar of the Classical Institute of the University of London on November 
25, 1955. Its contents were made generally available by indexing in Chadwick, 
Palmer and Ventris' Studies in Mycenaean Inscriptions IQSSSS prepared for the 
International Colloquium in Paris, April 1956. Since it was written we have 
been saddened by the untimely death of the founder of Mycenaean philology. 
This article owes much to his open-hearted generosity in communicating the 
texts concerned for independent study. Though on many points I have differed 
from his judgement I have not introduced alterations. His main concern was 
to advance our understanding of the documents which his genius had unlocked 
for us, and he revelled in vigorous argument. Much of the above has now won 
acceptance, even what at first stimulated severe criticism, as for instance the 
interpretation of ai-ke-u as an adjective describing the tripod {Documents p. 336, 
where however Professor Webster has inadvertently by implication been 
saddled with responsibility for what at first was regarded as preposterous). 
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I now see that the joint authors of Documents agree that a-mo-ta is a noun 
and not an adjective, though they differ slightly from me in translating «wheels» 
rather than «undercarriage». So only the axle divides the two interpretations, 
and that the workshop making the a-mo-ta required axles for its operations is 
evident from PY Ea25, which records the delivery of a-ko-so-ne to the a-mo-te-
jo-na-de (apfjurcecüvaSe «to the chariot workshop»). 
If a-mo-ta is now generally regarded as the Mycenaean equivalent of the 
later ccpjicncc and combined like ä\ia^a the meanings of «undercarriage» and the 
whole vehicle, what was the technical name of the upper part or body? 
Attention is attracted to the word a-na-ta also spelt a-na-i-ta. In the first place 
we note that it occurs only on the tablets bearing the ideogram CHARIOT FRAME. 
One tablet will suffice as an illustration: Sf 0420 
I-QI-JA a-na-ta a-na-mo-to CHARIOT FRAME 80 
It was tempting to see in a-na(i)-ta the negative of a-ja-me na (so also 
P. Chantraine). But the termination should give pause because a privative 
adjective has no separate feminine form, and the possibility of a mistake is 
ruled out by the recurrence of a-na-i-ta on Sf 0419 and Sf 7/51. This is brush­
ed aside in Documents (p. 368), but in view of the adjacency of a-na-mo-to, 
which testifies to the normality of Mycenaean morphology in this respect, we 
cannot do otherwise that reject an interpretation which seems self-evident. 
The word, I suggest, is a noun which a-na-mo-to qualifies and the tablet is to 
be translated: «CHARIOTS, bodies without undercarriages.» The noun in ques­
tion may be a compound of the prefix àvâ with the verbal root ar. That the 
body of the chariot was conceived of as the «upper part» attached (ar) to the 
undercarriage is evident from £ 70: áxrjvTjv OCJ)7¡AT¡V EUXÜXAOV óxspxepÍT]" ápapuíav. 
Plato (Tht. 207a) lists the parts of the chariot as Tpo)(oí, á^cuv, òxepTepta, aviufeç, 
Coyov. Finally that a-na-ta was a noun in Mycenaean is lent further plausibility 
by the occurrence in our texts of the craftman's name a-na-te-u Jn415.11, 
which parallels a-mo-te-u from a-mo-ta. 
A new text which has become available strengthens my conviction that 
wa-na-se-wi-ja means «decorated with Goddess» rather than «Queen». The 
tablet in question was secured by Biegen in the 1955 dig and was published 
by Biegen in the Illustrated London News of 7. iv. 1956 p. 258. It reads: 
vacat 
wa-no-so-i po-se-da-o-ne oiL-f-a QT 2 
This simple text is of the highest importance to the Religionsforscher. It 
evidently records an offering to Poseidon. But who is conjoined with him? 
Biegen writes «(it) seems to record a dedication to the Lord Poseidon.» «Lord» 
would however be wa-na-ka-te and my suspicions that wa-no-so-i is an ortho­
graphic error for wa-na-so-i have been confirmed. Now we know that in this 
dialect the dual of a-stems ends in -0: ko-to-no «two ktoinai», tope-zo «two 
tables», i-qi-jo «two chariots»). Thus wa-na-so will be «the two Mistresses» 
and wa-na-so-i is the dative of the dual, thus confirming the interpretation of 
ka-ra-o-i as «with two heads». This means that associated with Poseidon 
in an offering are a pair of goddesses called «The Two Mistresses». The com-
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mentary on this is already to be found in the existing handbooks of Greek reli­
gion. M. P. Nilsson {Gesch. gr. Rei. I p . 448ff.) in the section on «Die arkadischen 
Grossen Göttinen» stresses their close association in myth and cult with 
Poseidon. Detailed discussion of the implications of our new text must lie with 
the students of Greek religion (the most recent treatment known to me is 
E. Wüst Pauly Wissowa, Suppl. viii, c. 95ff.). For our purposes it will suffice to 
quote Pausanias viii.37.9: xaóx7¡v [iáXiaxa 0e¿5v aeßouotv oí 'ApxáBec XTJV Aéoxotvav, 
OuYaxépa hí aux7¡v riooetSâivoç cpaatv elvat xai A ¡^i7¡xpo<; (cf. VIII. 42. 1). 
The facts strongly suggest that the wa-na-so of our tablet are to be identi­
fied with the Arcadian Despoinai. It is worth noting that the cult title Favaooo 
survived in Cyprus: TtjioxaptFoc ßaaiXiFoc xâç Favâaaaç xô t/epioç Cauer-Schwy-
zer, no. 681.4. 
In view of this new evidence I should now give new precision to the des­
criptive formula wa-na-se-wi-ja ku-na-ja. The qe-ra-na so described was decor­
ated with a scene depicting «the Wanassa with women».] 
It rémains to add how appropriate the pictures on the qe-ra-na are to the 
tomb context. The importance of these vessels is indicated by the fact that 
they are listed first in the inventory. The charioteer with warriors 
needs no comment in view of the frequency of this theme at this period of 
the Mycenaean world. But if wanassa is to be identified as «la grande Mère», 
I may venture to quote by way of commentary a passage form a forthcoming 
book by Professor E. O. James: «When the Lady of the Mountain made her 
way from Western Asia through the Eastern Mediterranean to the Aegean 
area, she retained her position and life-giving functions which as in Mesopota­
mia extended to the land of the dead... [she was] the guardian and reviver of 
the dead... The emblems suggest the cult of the Goddess in a funerary setting 
with her priestesses as the officiants in a sacrificial oblation on behalf of the 
deceased perhaps with the blood flowing down to the earth through bottom­
less vessels as an offering to Mother Earth as the source of rebirth.» 
The funerary significance of the Cypriot charioteer vases is stressed by 
Miss H. L. Lorimer (7/öiwer and the Monuments p . 34). 
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